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International Women’s  Day
Women and Environment

The School of Environmental Sciences celebrated International Women’s Day, on March 08,

2021. A webinar was organized on the theme ‘Women and Environment’ in collaboration

with the JNU-ENVIS Resource Partner and the Young Holistic (YoHo) group, SES, JNU,

New Delhi.

The panel included eminent Women researchers in the field of Environment, such as Dr. Arti

Bhatia (Principal Scientist IARI, New Delhi), Dr. Gouri Joshi (Associate Professor & Enviro

- Legal Consultant), Prof. Kasturi Mukhopadhyay (SES, JNU), Dr. Usha Mina (Associate

Professor & ENVIS Co-coordinator, SES JNU), The Young Holistic leader Ms. Akanksha

Roy (YoHo lead SES, JNU) and Ms. Swati Singh Programme Officer ENVIS, SES

executed the management of the programme.

Dr. Usha Mina, moderated the panel discussion. It was attended by more than 350

participants, through Google-Meet and Facebook Live platforms.The participants included

university students, researchers, faculty members and common citizens from different parts

of the country.
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Fig.1: Poster and Schedule of the Webinar widely circulated on the social media platform

Dr. Usha Mina, Associate Professor & ENVIS Co-coordinator, SES, JNU - Welcomed all

the speakers and the participants. She highlighted the role of Women in the Environment,

and importance of Women’s Day celebration. She invited the first speaker Dr. Arti Bhatia to

deliver her talk.

Fig.2: Dr. Usha Mina, Associate Professor & ENVIS Co-coordinator, SES, JNU

Dr. Arti Bhatia, Principal Scientist IARI, New Delhi – She said International Women’s day

is for celebrating womanhood and reinforcing the need for a more equal and inclusive world.
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Women play a multi-faceted role: home, workplace, environment.They are bearers and

conservers of life, who guide children and play a defining role in making them responsible

citizens.Women play a critical role in sustaining communities and managing natural

resources and environment, but their contributions are often undervalued and neglected.

This year, the UN theme for International Women’s Day, “Women in leadership: Achieving
an equal future in a COVID-19 world,” celebrates the tremendous efforts by women and

girls around the world in shaping a more equal future and recovery from the COVID-19

pandemic.

She talked about Environment and Women, In the early 1960s, an interest in women and

their connection with the environment was sparked, largely by a book written by Esther

Boserup entitled Woman's Role in Economic Development. Rachel Louise Carson an

American marine biologist, author, and conservationist whose book Silent Spring was

credited with advancing the global environmental movement. From the high level to the

grassroots, the 1992 UN Earth Summit, India’s Chipko movement (1973) and Kenya’s Green

Belt Movement (1977) all highlighted the role of women’s voices and perspectives in

sustainable development. In 1991, the First World Women’s Congress for a Healthy Planet

in Miami, Women’s Environment Development Organization (WEDO) brought together more

than 1,500 women from 83 countries to work jointly on a strategy for United Nations

Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) in Rio de Janeiro (Principle 20 of

the Rio Declaration, Chapter 24 of Agenda 21, Global action for women towards
sustainable and equitable development), Vandana Shiva, Medha Patekar, Menaka

Gandhi, Sunita Narain etc. have been playing a key role for the conservation and promotion

of the environment.

Indoor environment & Women, in rural/urban areas, indoor pollution affects women more

than men, as they are more exposed to smoke from burning fuels, inefficient burning of

biomass in unventilated homes releases high levels of black carbon, causing approximately

2 million deaths per year, mainly of women and children in the poorest communities,these

hazards play a role in more than 80 per cent of the diseases (WHO, 2016).

Women in Agriculture, measurable increase of women's participation in the agricultural

sector, particularly in the developing world, the phenomenon started during the 1960s with

increasing shares over time, in 2016 World Bank and FAO found that over 75 per cent of

rural smallholder farmers worldwide were women, this was caused by men migrating to find

work in other sectors, out of all the women in the labor sector, the UN found 45-80% of them

to be working in agriculture.
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Role of Women in Agriculture, traditionally, women have dealt with non-monetized biomass

based subsistence economy of the household i.e. firewood, cow dung, crop wastes, organic

manure,etc, they are the ones who spend most of their time working on the family farms as

unpaid laborers, lower rural pay due to skill exclusions, lack of availability /access to water

decreases women’s contributions to agricultural production, related business opportunities,

in most countries, women mostly can't own the land and farms outright. Women make up

only 13.8% of landholders globally (UNEP 2018), facing numerous legal and social barriers –

in rights to sell, manage or control the economic output from their land.

Under representation of women in decision making, from national governments to local

community groups, women are vastly underrepresented in decision making. Women make

up less than 25% of all national parliamentarians around the world and are Heads of State in

22 countries, this under representation also extends to national environmental decision

making, where women hold only 12% of top ministerial positions in environment-related

sectors worldwide, women’s representation has been steadily increasing in the Lok Sabha.

In the first-ever election, only 5% of the House consisted of women. As per the last 2019

elections it has just managed to reach 14% level, representation of women in corporate India

has increased from 21% five years ago to approximately 30% now, with higher

representation in non-technical roles (31%) over technical roles (26%), at the leadership

levels, women in the boards of multinational companies (MNCs) account for nearly a fifth (19

per cent).

Women in Leadership, when women lead, we see positive results. Some of the most

efficient and exemplary responses to the COVID-19 pandemic were led by women, women

as front-line and health sector workers, as scientists, doctors and caregivers, yet they get

paid 11 per cent less globally than their male counterparts. An analysis of COVID-19 task

teams from 87 countries found only 3.5 percent of them had gender parity, young women are

at the forefront of diverse and inclusive movements online and on the streets for social

justice, climate change and equality in all parts of the world, one thing is very clear. Women

are not expecting preference over their male counterparts, but a more equitable environment

with equal opportunities, freedom, autonomy, and recognition commensurate to their

contributions to their environment.

Women’s Empowerment, India, the fastest-growing economy in the world has half of the

population as women. If the nation wants to get into the league of the developed nation then

empowerment of women is need for the hour, will remove gender inequality and lead to a
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balanced economy, is essential for the achievement of 2030 SDGs, empowering strategies

based on promotion of literacy, employment and income generation, the Indian government

has launched various schemes empowering women like ‘Beti Bachao Beti Padhao’,

‘Ujjawala Scheme’, ‘Mahila Shakti Kendras’ etc, prioritization of gender diversity and

concerted efforts, such as return-to-work, mentoring programmes for women, flexible work

arrangements, etc. are steps in the right direction, which have to be further reinforced,

educated women will contribute more significantly to bridging the gap between environment

and development.

She ended her discourse by saying Choose a challenged world is an alert world. Individually,

we're all responsible for our own thoughts and actions - all day, every day. We can all choose

to challenge and call out gender bias and inequality. We can all choose to seek out and

celebrate women's achievements. Collectively, we can all help create an inclusive world. No

amount of rules/regulations, laws can empower women unless there is a change in societal

mindset. From challenge comes change, so let's all choose to challenge.

Fig.3: Dr. Arti Bhatia, Principal Scientist IARI, New Delhi

Dr. Gouri Joshi, Associate Professor & Enviro - Legal Consultant – She talked about

Environment Protection & Women. Self - reliant India means being dependent on one’s own

power and resources; India has 10 bio - geographics zones, diverse natural capital and

adequate amount of water, advantage of rich customs, traditional knowledge and regional

practices, essential legislative, administrative and judicial support to achieve sustainable

development and self reliant India.
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She talked about the role of women in environment protection which includes, selection of

grains and seeds, collection of seeds, growing seeds in newer areas, investing storage

options, and contribution towards conservation.

She highlighted opportunities through International Associations like Multi - National

Companies and Multi - National Organisations,Third Party Information Procurrens,

Coordinators, International Arbitrators, Action oriented International NGOs, Indian

Counterparts, Implementation Associates, Project partners, Dispute redressal in

environmental matters, International Arbitrator, Fact finding association and Consultants.

She shared success stories of various women’s in environment sector. Also discussed

various work opportunities for students of Environment Sciences and environment law.

Further discussed opportunities at National level like compliance requirements in State

Boards, Enforcement Associates/Volunteers, or Legal Advisor/ Arbitrators/ Experts or

Lawyers.

She concluded by saying protecting our planet starts with you, like Bike more, drive less,

reduce reuse & recycle, choose sustainable, plant a tree, educate, volunteer, conserve

water, long lasting light bulbs, shop wisely, and don’t send chemicals into our waterways.

Also talked about Harit Ghar.

Fig.4: Gouri Joshi, Associate Professor & Enviro - Legal Consultant

Prof. Kasturi Mukhopadhyay, SES, JNU – Social and Behaviour problem is very much

associated with women’s environment.

Women’s education should run to pretty ‘accomplishments.’ Such as drawing, painting or the

like - skill which will enable well-to-do women to pass the time harmlessly while their
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husband do the really important work. This point of view should be obsolete. Women should

share with men the life and thought and interests of the times. They are fitted to carry the

same academic work as men, with no less thoroughness and quality. The distribution of

general ability among women is approximately the same as among men.

Not surprisingly, the gender gap for women in scientific research is also significantly wide. As

per the UNESCO Institute for Statistics (2017), even as the number of personnel engaged in

scientific research increased by a healthy 37.8%, the percent of women researchers

dropped marginally, from 14.3% in 2010 to 13.9% in 2015.

She advocated for women’s education, specially in the field of science and environment.

Fig.5: Prof. Kasturi Mukhopadhyay, SES, JNU

Ms. Akanksha Roy, YoHo lead, SES, JNU – She talked about the role of women in society

and discussed in detail about various leading women in the field of environment. She also

talked about various YoHo events and competitions organised in the SES.

Fig.6: Ms. Akanksha Roy, YoHo Gyan Lead, SES, JNU.
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Prof. U.C. Kulshrestha, ENVIS Coordinator & Dean, SES, JNU – He congratulated all the

women on the occasion of International Women’s Day. He said that women play a very

crucial and important role in the environment and society. He categorically emphasized the

need to increase women representatives at the top administrative levels in different sectors

for environmental friendly and corruption free society.

Fig.7:Prof. U.C. Kulshrestha, ENVIS Coordinator & Dean, SES, JNU

Vote of Thanks was extended by Ms. Swati Singh, Programme Officer, JNU ENVIS -
She discussed the importance of women’s day as celebrated by the United Nation. Role of

women in society in general and in the environment specifically. She quoted that “ if you

educate a man you educate one person, but if you educate a woman you educate the entire

family”. She thanked all the speakers, participants, students and the faculty for making the

event successful.

Fig.8: Ms. Swati Singh, Programme Officer, JNU ENVIS
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Fig.9: Panelists & Participants of the Panel Discussion

The session came to an end with the distribution of e-certificate to all the participants. Very

positive feedback was received from the participants.

Recommendations:

1. Women should be properly represented in decision making to all levels.

2. Women should be provided an equitable environment with equal opportunities,

freedom & autonomy as their male counterparts.

3. Various options are available for students of environment and law, young students

and specially women should be encouraged to take up such jobs.

4. Individual steps need to be taken to protect our planet.

5. Gender gap for women in scientific research should be decreased by investing more

in women’s education.

Feedback:

Webinar Live Session on the FB page:
https://www.facebook.com/jnuenvis/videos/2892102311064818

********
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